Hula All Over The World
by The Hula Girls

Choreo: 2008 FCC Clogger's Clinic
Wait 32 Beats

PART A
Slur Basic, Charleston, Slur Basic, Charleston,
4 Shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left), 4 Shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left),

PART B
Step Kick Step Rock Step, Punch (DS Tch S RS), Cowboy turn (1/2 left), REPEAT

PART C
Turkey Basic, Triple, Basketball, Twistees (Hip (L) Hip (R) Hip (L) Hip (R) Hip (L) Hip (R))
REPEAT 1 & 2 3 & 4

CHORUS
2 Joey, 4 Fontanas, 2 Joey, 2 Triples

Part D
Drag Triple, Triple (1/4 right) DR S DR S DR S R S DS DS DS RS
REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES R L L R R L R L & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4

PART A
Slur Basic, Charleston, Slur Basic, Charleston, 4 shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left to back), 4 Shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left to front)

PART C
Turkey Basic, Triple, Basketball (1/2 left), Twistees

CHORUS
2 Joey, 4 Fontanas, 2 Joey, 2 Triples

Part D
Drag Triple, Triple (1/4 right) REPEAT 3 more Times

PART A
Slur Basic, Charleston, Slur Basic, Charleston, 4 shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left to back), 4 Shuffles, Rocking Chair (1/2 left to front)

Part D
Drag Triple, Triple (1/4 right) REPEAT 3 more Times

CHORUS
2 Joey, 4 Fontanas, 2 Joey, 2 Triples Step